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	Name of organisation/service:  SSCP LISTENING HUB E-SAFETY EVENT OCT 202
	Author: MARIA OGUNYEMI L.HUB LEAD
	Clear purpose and focus: "Keeping children safe online" Event. To share "views" & "Voices". To understand issues/raise awareness of keeping YP safe online. To network. share "Good" practice/resources. 
	Engagement activity: Feedback from Ed Hub Project findings with schools in Salford. Identified safety online needs strenthening. Listening Hub Squad, parents and YP identified theme. Hybrid Event involving YP, parents, professionals attended. 4 questions posed to discus. Guest speaker provided input/open questions debate.
	Analysis: After Hybrid event analysed verbal/written feedback. Collated & analysed into report & presentation. shared with YP/parents/Lunch Bowl Event, Safe Guarding Effectiveness Group (SEG),  0 - 25 Board & Listening Hub Squad. 
	Informing change: Raised awareness esp parents/professionals. Report presentations delivered findings & next steps.Networking with "Social Switch". Peer on peer learning in schools with parents. Video of Project & safety guidelines with YP produced. To share Jan 22.
	Follow up: Delivered report/presentation to LHub partnerhips to share and feedback to YP, Parents, professionals. staying connected with "Social Switch". Remains on agenda L.Hub. Online Resources produced and circulated on SSCP website and L.Hub partnerhips
	Views and voices: "Being aware of safety across all platforms as times have changed, it's not just websites it's apps and social media etc".  "..safe games have chat function which could be used to bully abuse or exploit children and young people". There was disclosure from YP being "groomed" online on day. Cyber bullying discussed. Not just YP vulnerable but also older people and whole families "nana too". Pace of change is fast. Police unable to manage volume and legal complexities. Providers such as FB need to take more responsibility. "To give YP the tools to know what is safe and what is not safe online". Trends online ie "lip chllenge". "Stan culture" discussed where YP excessively supports an online Idol. Can lead to disagreements amonst "stans" & bullying. WORRIES - The access to children online to abuse. MH. Diversity - ie children with autism more vulnerable. "County lines". Parental controls - YP can override them. Discussed positives - making friends etc. WHERE TO SEEK HELP - Youth workers, peer on peer learning - YP to produce guidance - deliver training - dictionary for slang terms - RESOURCES GUIDE - Top Tips for safety - “Young people know so much more than us. Any training should have young people involved”.


